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1. Introduction 

 
Detailed technologies concerned about operation, 

construction, design of nuclear reactors tend to be 
strategic technologies which are defined in the NSG 
(Nuclear Suppliers Group) guidelines [1] and to be 
subject to strategic trade control. However, it does not 
mean that all nuclear technologies are subject to control.  

The NSG guidelines state that controls on 
"technology" transfer do not apply to information "in 
the public domain" or to "basic scientific research". 
According to the guidelines, "basic scientific research" 
is an experimental or theoretical work undertaken 
principally to acquire new knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of phenomena and observable 
facts, not primarily directed towards a specific practical 
aim or objective. "Technology in the public domain" 
means “technology” or “software” that has been made 
available without restrictions upon its further 
dissemination.  

It is a difficult problem to determine whether a 
document is in the public domain or it is a basic 
scientific research because its criteria are ambiguous 
and unclear. In this paper, we introduce an approach 
using documents on the web and a system to manage 
electronic documents on the web. 

 
2. Method 

 
There are a lot of electronic documents related to the 

nuclear field on the web. In the view of strategic trade 
control, there are two viewpoints. One is that they are 
not subject to strategic trade control because they are 
open to public. The other is that someone transferred a 
nuclear document to unspecified individuals illegally if 
the document has detailed and important contents.  

There is no absolute answer. However, most strategic 
trade control experts agreed to the former. Many 
nuclear businesses or researches cannot be performed 
by individuals but by enterprises and they have tried to 
prevent the leaking of their important technology. 
Research papers are similar to the above. Researchers 
do not publish a research paper including technology 
which is valuable commercially. Most technical papers 
provide theoretical approaches to design nuclear items 
or its safety evaluations. 

We can approach this problem by utilizing nuclear 
documents on the web. Comparing a document to 
documents on the web provides us a list of similar 
documents and similarities. Reviewers can use this 

information for classification. If they finds out a very 
similar document on the web, they may classify the 
technology into non-strategic technology.  

However, it is difficult that reviewers collect and 
manage a lot of documents on the web by themselves 
because it takes long time to search useful documents 
and to download them. Therefore, it is necessary to 
develop a document crawling system to apply this 
approach practically.  

 
3. Document Crawling System 

 
The nuclear document crawling system has been 

developed to deal with electronic documents in the 
nuclear-related field on the web effectively. The system 
consists of an automatic document crawling module, a 
manual document crawling module, a document 
retrieval module.  

The automatic crawling module performs google 
search using keywords and web sites in the database 
regularly. It adopted Google API (Application 
Programming Interface) [2] to search documents and 
web pages on the web. The system downloads 
documents of URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) 
provided by Google API every day. It is unnecessary to 
explore the entire web because it is enough to explore 
documents only in the related fields such as nuclear 
engineering and chemical engineering. Google API 
provides data collected by the crawler of Google. It is 
free for hundred queries. A user can adjust the amount 
of files to download for one query by the ten. As this 
value increase, the system download more data but 
more noisy documents are also collected. Its initial 
value is ten. 
 

 
Fig 1. The flow of processes of the system 

A user can browse through collected documents on 
the system. It provides its name, URL, date of creation, 
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a search term and contents without formatting. Users 
can read its text but they must download the entire 
document again if they want to read its original 
document. It is an effective mean to save the storage of 
the system.  

A User may find out an unimportant document in the 
list and can delete it. The system maintain its 
information practically because it is possible to collect 
deleted document again. The system just hides useless 
documents from the collected document list 
 

 
Fig 2. A list of documents collected automatically 

The manual crawling module is designed for 
immediate document crawling. Automatic crawling is 
performed using small part of keywords in the database 
at the fixed time. A User needs to crawl documents 
immediately sometimes. The manual crawling module 
can use Google API up to twenty times since the 
automatic crawling module search less than eighty 
times in a day. Users can search electronic documents 
on the system like using Google. They can choose 
useful documents and download them together. Its 
result is more useful than documents collected 
automatically because users do not select noisy 
documents. 
 

 
Figure 3 A result of manual crawling 

A document retrieval module is same to the 
document retrieval system of IXCRS (Intelligent Export 
Control Review System) [3]. It compare documents 
based on TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document 
Frequency) [4] weighting and cosine similarity. 
However, it does not provide classification and it only 
suggests the list of documents in descending order of 
similarities. Classification into reactor system 
categories is useful only when all collected documents 
were classified but it is impossible.  

Google API needs keywords for searching. Using 
Google API is equivalent to searching on the Google 
web page. The database of keywords is necessary to 
collect documents. Web sites data is helpful for precise 
search. There were much less noisy documents which is 
not related to the nuclear field when the API searches 
documents with website information together. The 
quality of search keywords and website information 
may determine the performance of the system and the 
quality of collected document database. 

 
4. Applications in Strategic Trade Control 

 
The developed system can be used in a classification 

process as aforementioned. It collects documents 
automatically based on search terms inputted by users. 
Reviewers can collect documents sufficiently through 
the manual crawling module.  

Reviewers can upload documents to classify and 
compare it to collected documents. They can check the 
similarity between documents directly since the system 
provides a list of similar documents. They will classify 
a document into non-strategic technology if they find 
out similar documents. They will review a document in 
depth if they cannot find similar documents. 

On the other hand, the system can be used to analyze 
the state of art trends related to nuclear nonproliferation. 
It has two document databases. One is for classification 
review and the other is for information analysis. There 
are also two sets of search terms which are managed 
separately. One set is composed of technical terms such 
as “a reactor system” and “a neutron detector” while the 
other consists of political terms such as “North Korea” 
and “UN sanction”. 

Users can collect information related to nuclear 
industry, strategic trade control policies, nuclear 
activity of some countries, international concerns, 
opinions of specialized agencies and so on through this 
system. This information is not only used to establish 
non-proliferation policies but is also used for 
identifying proliferation risks and nuclear non-
proliferation assessment in the export licensing.  

The system provides reviewers with an efficient tool 
to manage the above information. Reviewers should 
perform web searches to collect important information 
regularly without it. It is inefficient since it takes long 
time to input many search terms on the web and it is 
possible to collect same information redundantly.  
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5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we proposed an approach to determine 
whether a document is open to public or it is a basic 
scientific research and we developed the document 
crawling system to collect open documents on the web. 
We can take open documents into a review process in a 
new way. It supports to prevent reviewers from 
classifying an open document into a strategic 
technology. It is expected to improve reliability of 
classification results. 

However, they are not refined sufficiently although a 
thousand of data has been collected. For example, there 
are many simple document that introduce a company 
which are useless in a classification review process. In 
future, filtering module should be developed to 
eliminate documents useless for reviewing and the 
keyword database should be complemented by adding 
new keywords and websites. In addition, some research 
papers are not for free or not available on the internet. 
The system cannot collect such papers. Such research 
papers should be collected manually to enhance the 
document database. 
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